THE VERY BEST OF PAUL GORDON

Gold Dust, Gold Dust Finale
& Gold Dust Companion
In total, 700 Jam-Packed Pages and 350 Killer Card Tricks
VANISHING INC (Andi Gladwin & Joshua Jay) website: "Paul Gordon's Gold Dust is enormous and beautiful. Magic taught with Paul's thoughtful, clear and
conversational prose. Whether you are a longtime Paul Gordon fan or new to his work, this is the best effects over his entire career. Paul has devised lots of
clever, strong card magic, peppered throughout his well-reviewed books and pamphlets. So to own the very best, makes this extremely worthwhile."

All three books are beautifully produced. Gold-foil embossed clothcovered saddle-stitched hardbacks. Each and every trick is a
practical and commercial eye-popping worker! Each and every
trick has been re-written (from the older books), improved, altered
and added-to. Plus, there are over 120 NEW and previously
unpublished gems within. Magic you can and will do and use!
This is the very best of Paul Gordon’s thirty-seven year career of
creating and publishing powerful, doable and commercial card
magic. This is the magic Paul uses in his professional work. It’s
tried, tested and true! Easy to semi-advanced. Magic for everyone!

HARRY LORAYNE “Dear Paul, I’m very proud
of you. Your magic contributions are startling and
I love your card work!”

ROGER CURZON "In recent years my love of
card magic has become somewhat jaded.
However, Paul's Gold Dust is starting to rekindle
my love of cards. It is a large tome which
contains a treasure trove of inspirational material
and, to be honest, I can't put it down. You don't
have to go beyond the first effect ('Head to Head
Poker') to find gold. I shall certainly be using this.
Many thanks Paul for a cornucopia of wonderful
card magic."

ALDO COLOMBINI "Paul Gordon is the
creator of practical, entertaining magic for closeup. Viewing his creative and unique approaches
will open new doors for thought and will help you
be a better magician and his books are
fantastic!"

J. C WAGNER “Your Corner of Piccadilly is
wonderful. You are a great performer, my friend!
Paul Gordon is one fine performer! His
personality shines and guides you through his
magic. I'm sure you will delight in what he has
given away in Gold Dust. It’s a book of brilliance
Enjoy my friends!”

BORIS WILD “It is rare to see a magician who
can entertain an audience that much with just a
deck of cards. But Paul Gordon is one of them!
His shows are as funny as the magic he
performs is strong. Paul perfectly knows what the
spectators enjoy and deliver it to them with great
humour and killer effects.”

Gold Dust retails at £50 plus recorded/signed-for
post. Gold Dust Companion retails at £35 plus
recorded/signed-for post. Gold Dust Finale retails at
£25 plus recorded/signed-for post.

See the website for more details; postage,
more reviews & video demos.
Order by phone or online.

www.paulgordon.net/golddust.html
Tel: +44 (0) 1903 211785
(If busy, leave a message for us to return your call)

Email: pgmagic@btinternet.com

DAVID REGAL “Corner of Piccadilly from Gold
Dust is a very strong monte routine that uses ungaffed cards. Its kicker is truly astounding, and
all can be examined. If ever there was a
“worker,” this is it.”

PETER DUFFIE “Paul Gordon’s Gold Dust is
nicely bound and I found much to like in this
collection. And, if you don’t already own Paul’s
other books (and tricks) then I’m sure you will
too!”

MAGIC CAFE “Paul Gordon’s Gold Dust is
destined to become a classic. He’s given it all
away here. His best stuff! Awesome book!”

